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Master ClassMaster ClassMaster ClassMaster Class
 NARRATIVE STRUCTURE (PLOT)

Every year we team up with Haringey Libraries and Haringey 
Schools Librarians Group for Biblio-Buzz, a literature  

programme that encourages young readers to immerse  
themselves in the world of books.

We set you the challenge of reading six selected books, before 
getting you to vote for your favourite one. Along the way the 

budding readers can access workshops, reading circles, reading 
guides, master classes as well as having the opportunity to meet 
professional authors and win prizes! This pack asks readers to 

explore the shortlisted books from the perspective of plot in three 
acts – called the 3-act plot. You can explore plot devices using  

any of the shortlisted novels and even use the 3-act plot to write  
a story of your own.

More Biblio-Buzz Resources
You can find more guides & resources for the 2021 reading list at

www.alexandrapalace.com/learning
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In a novel, story, the plot is the sequence of events where 
each element affects the next one through the principle  

of cause-and-effect. 

Ok let’s try again! Plot is the series of events that make up 
a story. Plots have three main acts that always take place 
in the same order: beginning, middle and end (with a few 

other elements thrown in once you dig into the detail).  

The beginning is where the exposition takes place,  
(put another way the setting and characters are 

introduced), followed by the rising action.

The middle often referred to as the climax (usually the 
most thrilling part), followed by the falling action,  

and resolution. The End!

Don’t make the rooky mistake of 
confusing Theme with Plot. Theme 
is the writer’s message about life, 
whereas plot describes the main 
events and sequence of a story. A 
key difference is that themes are 
often short and can be said in one 

sentence, whereas the plot of a 
story is usually lengthy.

Lets test this!  

What would be the theme of one of the 
short listed books, for example Orion lost? 

Now, try to describe the plot, it’s harder 
to sum up in a few words. You can try this 

with any of the shortlisted books.

What's it What's it 

all about?all about?

HelloHello Lets start at the beginning!  
What is plot?

But what about themes?

Space Travel  

Technology

Leadership  

Growing - up

Adventure

I get it!I get it!



THE NARRATIVE ARC

PLOT

Beginning The EndThe Middle
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The ExpositionThe Exposition

The ClimaxThe Climax

The ResolutionThe Resolution

I liked the I liked the 

beginning best.beginning best.

Gosh! this bit  Gosh! this bit  

is amazing!is amazing!

It all ended  It all ended  

well... or did it?well... or did it?

The Beginning / Exposition 
This is opening of the story, which introduces the reader’s  

to the stories, characters and settings. 
 

Rising Action 
A series of events that complicates matters for the characters, 

and results in increased drama or suspense).

The Middle / Climax 
This is the big showdown where characters confront things,  

and either win or lose.

 Falling Action  
 A series of events that unfold after the climax and lead  

to the end of the story 
.

The End / Resolution  
The end of the story, in which the problems are resolved  

(or not resolved, depending on the story). This is also called  
the denouement, catastrophe, or revelation – 

 but you can just call it the ending.

 
The diagram below shows the general shape of a 3-Act  

story also known as the narrative arc. 
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the falling action

the falling action

 Wow this plot is a  Wow this plot is a 

roller coaste
r?

roller coaste
r?

Phew! Phew! 
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Choose your  Choose your  

favourite.favourite. Is thereIs there

climax in the climax in the 

story?story?

Beginning The EndThe Middle

Now, let’s look at a real plot. 
Choosing one of the books you are reading from the Biblio-
buzz shortlist. Use the diagram below to list the ways the 
author introduces the reader to the characters and world  

of the story.  
 

If you have just started the book what details do you think 
might become important later as the story unfolds?   

If  you’ve already read the whole book, what information does 
the author give you that gains more significance later in the 

book? Where does the rising action start?

ExpositionExposition Rising ActionRising Action Falling ActionFalling Action ResolutionResolutionClimaxClimax

Can you identify and note down key points 
in the story in the chart below?
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Where, and Where, and 

when is it set?when is it set? Where does Where does 

each act end each act end 

and the next and the next 

begin?begin?

Beginning The EndThe Middle

Now, let’s start to plot your own story.

Write down ten events that might spark a story. They don’t 
have to be big. These could be things that happened to you or 

someone you know, or items you read about in the news.
No need for too much detail here - just list a few words that 

sum up your story.

Now, use the diagram below to divide 
your story into three acts.

Act 1 Act 2 Act 3

Who are the  Who are the  

central characters?central characters?

Write down what 
Write down what 

disturbance is in 
disturbance is in 

your story?your story?

What is What is 

the climax?the climax?

Is there aIs there a

mystery to  mystery to  

solve?solve?

Do you already 
Do you already 

know the  know the  

resolution?resolution?

or is it somthing  
or is it somthing  

you need to work 
you need to work 

out...out...

You can email your story to 
learning@alexandrapalace.com

We would love to read it!We would love to read it!


